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Laurea&	   Non	  Laurea&	  

O	   NO	   %	  NO	   O	   NO	   %	  NO	  

Giovani	   30	   60	   66	   0	   10	   100	  

Anziani	   10	   0	   0	   60	   30	   33	  

Totale	   40	   60	   60	   60	   40	   40	  

O	  =	  Occupa< 	  NO	  =	  Non	  occupa<	  
Qui	  la	  variabile	  nascosta	  è	  Giovani/Anziani	  
Se	  si	  guarda	  al	  totale,	  la	  percentuale	  dei	  Non	  Occupa&	  è	  
maggiore	  fra	  i	  laurea<	  che	  fra	  i	  non	  laurea<.	  
Se	  si	  guarda	  ai	  soGogruppi,	  la	  percentuali	  dei	  Non	  Occupa&	  è	  
minore	  fra	  i	  laurea<	  in	  entrambi	  i	  soGogruppi	  (Giovani,	  Anziani)	  
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Simpson or Simpson-like Paradox Examples
Tom Moore, Grinnell College

Simpson’s paradox refers to the reversal in the direction of an X versus Y relationship when
controlling for a third variable Z.  Here are some data sets that illustrate the paradox.
Technically the Berkeley admissions data is not a pure Simpson’s paradox since reversals do not
occur with all graduate departments.  Still the effect of controlling for the third variable (graduate
department) is substantial, so we might call this a Simpson-like paradox.  The prenatal example
is also Simpson-like.

First, we present a table that summarizes each example.  A list of references is at the bottom of
the document, and you can consult these for more discussion of each example.

Subject X Y Z Reference
Berkeley

admissions data
sex of applicant accept or reject grad program

applied to
Freedman, et al
1998, pp. 17-20

Airlines on-time
data

airline on-time or late airport location Moore 2003, p.
143

Death sentence
data

race of convicted
murderer

death sentence:
yes or no

Race of murder
victim

Witmer 1992, pp.
110-112

Comparing
batting averages

person batting hit or out year of the at bat Friedlander
1992, p. 845

Prenatal care care status infant mortality clinic Bishop, et al
1975, pp. 41-42

Example 1—Berkeley Admissions Data:  A study was done by the Graduate Division of the U.
of California, Berkeley in the early 70’s because a claim of sex bias in graduate admissions had
been made.  (See Science, vol. 187, pages 398-404, 1975, by Bickel, Hammel, and O’Connell.)
There were 8442 men who applied for admission and 4321 women.  About 44% of the men and
35% of the women were admitted.  This appeared to support the claim—namely a bias against
women.  But by breaking down the data by the graduate department (i..e, lurking
variable=graduate department), the researchers (one an associate dean, the other two
statisticians) discovered a different story.  The table below shows the top 6 departments by
enrollments (confidentiality required that names be suppressed), but the pattern observed in these
6 held for the entire graduate program.

         MEN         WOMEN
Major No. applicants Pct. admitted No. applicants Pct. admitted
A 825 62 108 82
B 560 63  25 68
C 325 37 593 34
D 417 33 375 35
E 191 28 393 24
F 373   6 341   7

Qui	  se	  si	  trascura	  la	  dis<nzione	  fra	  i	  dipar<men<	  A,	  B,	  etc.,	  la	  
percentuale	  degli	  uomini	  ammessi	  è	  il	  44%	  mentre	  quella	  delle	  
donne	  è	  il	  35%	  	  



Il	  paradosso	  di	  Simpson	  Example 2—Airlines on-time data:  Here are numbers of flights on time and delayed for two
airlines at five airports in June 1991.  The table shows that Alaska Airlines outperforms America
West at all 5 cities.  If you collapse the table over city, it appears that America West outperforms
Alaska.

                                        Alaska Airlines                                   America West Airlines
On time Delayed Delay% On time Delayed Delay%

LA 497 62 11.1% 694 117 14.4%
Phoenix 221 12 5.4% 4840 415 7.9%
San Diego 212 20 8.6% 383 65 14.5%
San Fran. 503 102 16.9% 320 129 28.7%
Seattle 1841 305 14.2% 201 61 23.3%
Total 3274 501 13.3% 6438 787 10.9%

Example 3—Death sentence data:  Is the application of the death sentence racially motivated?
In 1978, Warren McClesky, a black man, was convicted of killing a white police officer and was
sentenced to death in Georgia.  In an appeal before the U.S. Supreme Court, McClesky’s lawyers
argued that imposition of the death penalty in Georgia was racially biased.   We look here at data
taken from all homicide convictions in the state of Florida between 1976 and 1980 in which the
suspect was black or white and the victim was black or white.  (Georgia’s data are very similar.)
The first table shows an apparent bias, but in favor of black suspects.  The lurking variable here
is the victim’s race, as the subsequent tables show.

Did convicted person get death sentence?
                                     YES                NO         Total                (%Yes)  
Race of  White    39       308       347      (11.2%)
Suspect               Black         32                         345              377                (  8.5%)  
                       Total      71                   653         724      (9.8%)

Table for those cases involving white victims:
 
                                    Did convicted person get death sentence?
                                     YES                NO         Total                (%Yes)  
Race of  White    39       279       318 (12.3%)
Suspect               Black         29                         121              150                (19.3%)  
                       Total      68                   400         468       (14.5%)

(See next page for black victims.)

Qui,	  guardando	  al	  totale,	  sembra	  che	  AWA	  abbia	  una	  
performance	  migliore	  di	  AA,	  ma	  analizzando	  la	  performance	  
sui	  singoli	  aeropor<	  è	  vero	  esaGamente	  il	  contrario.	  


